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Uncle John's Weird, Weird World: EPIC (Uncle John's Bathroom Reader)
Synopsis
The second fully illustrated, hardcover book in Uncle John’s popular new Weird, Weird World series opens up a portal to the bizarre. It’s page after page of unbelievable history, odd origins, tales of amazing luck, kooky conspiracy theories, epic fails, astounding facts, and some things that are so weird that they defy description. That’s where the pictures come in: hundreds of eye-popping photographs and illustrations take the humor and the fun to a whole new dimension . . . to the epic zone! Subjects in this book include: How to Hypnotize a Chicken, The Origin of the Lie Detector, Weirdest Ways to Die at National Parks, Feral Cat Day and Other Strange-But-Real Holidays, Here Comes the Spammobile!, Keith Urban Legends, Winners of â€œUgly Dogâ€• Contests, Weird World Records, TV Shows That Were All a Dream, Kalshnikov Pat and the Helicopter Jailbreakers, Odd-phrodisiacs, Japan’s Most Surreal Video Games, News Pundits Gone Wild, The Pacific Garbage Patch, Calamity Jane and the Old West’s Toughest Gals, What Your Nose Says About Your Love Life, and much more!
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Customer Reviews
Actually, I have bought all of Uncle John’s trivia books. Just when I begin to wonder if another is coming out - there it is! This one was as wonderful as the others. Full of information I’ll probably never need, but fun nonetheless and as a writer, I’ll sneak some of this info into some future book I write.
My Stepfather really enjoys these books! It was suggested that I maybe pick up one for him, so I bought two! This one and the 2016 Bathroom Reader. He Loved them both! The smile on his face was priceless and I am so pleased with the outcome! I see more of these being purchased in my future!

I have been reading Uncle John’s Bathroom Readers for more than twenty years. This has made me smarter, taller, and better looking. And my wife agrees with me, for all you smartasses out there. What a great pleasure these books are!

Too BIG to hold onto. So flashy tough to read. Don’t want it and am sending it back. Have ALL yearly Bathroom Readers and most of the speciality ones. Have always loved them. This experiment should be flushed … but it is too big and heavy. Why why why?

always a hit at Christmas, everyone enjoys checking out the latest, looks like a lot of fun facts

This book is an excellent addition to the Bathroom Reader series, and the use of pictures and artwork provides a whole new perspective on the always interesting articles.

I love these Uncle John books. They are the BEST!

Great Books - all of the Uncle John’s books are great fun and informative. I buy many gifts like this one.
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